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Thank you for purchasing your Silber Turbo kit. This product was designed to give you endless amounts of power 

and satisfaction. During the installation feel free to call us with any question or concerns you may have.  

This product was designed for off road racing use only. This product requires professional installation. The product 

was designed to dramatically increase the performance of your vehicle, and you should operation your vehicle at 

your own risk and comfort level. 
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 Disassembly 

Remove the side panels, hood, muffler, air box, clutch guard, and primary clutch.  
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Installation 

 

 Install the fuel controller using the supplied picture manual. Do not use any 

electrical grease on the connections. 
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 Cut end of pipe off about 1.5” to allow clearance of the new turbo inlet 

pipe. 

 

 Install throttle body adapter plate onto the throttle bodies. Fasten plate 

with the supplied J Bolts. 

 

 Install boost gauge and bracket onto the handle bars. You can install the 

supplied Air fuel ratio gauge at this time also. 
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 Route the clear line for the boost gauge down to the throttle bodies. Install 

it on 1 of the vacuum ports on the throttle bodies. There should be black 

caps on the vacuum ports from the factory. 
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 Install the check valves inline for the rave valves. Reference pictures for 

installation. The 1/8 check valve and tee gets installed inline with the line 

running from the solenoid to the rave valves. 

 

 The 3/16th check valve gets installed inline with the hose located on top of 

the solenoid. (the hose with the spring inside of it.) 
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 Install the silicone air box onto the throttle bodies. Fasten to the throttle 

body plate with the supplied hose clamps. 

 

 Route the fuel lines upwards towards the oil tank. Reference pictures for 

installation and routing of the fuel lines. Remove the fuel line with the filter 

from the ECU. Install the new fuel line onto the ECU connector. Install the 
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OEM line with filter into the other end of the new fuel line. It has a union 

connector for plug and play installation. 

 

 Route the Silicone cold air intake over the engine and above the clutches. 

You will install the OEM airtemp sensor back into the silicone cold air 

intake, drill a small hole and insert the sensor into the silicone. 
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 Route the silicone charge, fasten it the air box with the supplied hose 

clamps. The line off the Blow off valve located in the silicone charge tube 

needs to connect to the remaining vacuum port on the throttlebodies. 
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 Fasten the Turbo oil pump to the Right foot well. Mount the pump vertical 

so the braided stainless feed line points upwards. Secure it with the 

supplied ¼” bolt and washer. The pump will rest nearly on the chaincase. 

Refer to pictures. 
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 Place the turbo charger assembly into the chassis. While doing this Install 

the Oil line from the oil pump onto the oil tank assembly on the turbo. (be 

sure there is no kinks in the line). 

 

 Install the turbocharger coolant lines at this time. Remove the coolant line 

from OEM coolant bottle. Connect the long coolant line from the turbo 

onto the OEM coolant bottle. Connect the short line from the turbocharger 

onto the OEM line that was located on the coolant bottle. 
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 Spring the turbo assembly onto the stock pipe using the OEM springs. 

Double up each spring on the tabs. Also spring the turbo downpipe down 

the the OEM spring tab. 
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 Clamp the silicone cold air intake on the the turbocharger, and the silicone 

charge tube onto the turbocharger. 

 Install the OEM pipe temp sensor into the turbocharger downpipe. 

 Locate the o2 sensor from the supplied Wideband gauge and install it in the 

bung located on the turbo downpipe. (you can also route the wires and 

secure all wiring connections at this time.) 
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 Plug the oil pump wiring into the supplied wiring adapter plug. 
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 Install the supplied clutch spring into the Primary clutch. 

 

 Install the new pins and weight into the primary clutch. Reinstall the 

primary clutch and torque it to OEM specs. 

 

 Install the Oem belt. You will need to remove the plastic shield on the 

clutch guard to clear the new silicone cold air intake. 

 

 

Prestart Inspection 

 Make sure all clamps and connections are tight and secure. Check the make 

sure hoses are not rubbing on jackshaft or any sharp and abrasive objects.  

 Calibrate the Wideband o2 sensor (refer to manual in the box.) 

 Fill the oil tank with Mobil 1 5w30 or equivalent oil. The oil should be able 

to be seen half way into the sight glass on the oil tank. 

 Prime the oil pump with a battery. Remove the oil line from the top of the 

turbocharger and make sure its pumping oil. 

 

First Start Inspection 

 

 Check the oil pump to ensure it pumping and flowing oil under the sleds 

power to the turbocharger. Recheck oil level. 

 Make sure Wideband gauge is working and reading correctly. 

 Verify control box is on and you can scroll through the modes. 

 Check all connections. 
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Control Box Mode Settings 

Green mode: TPS voltage clamp, Lower the light setting the lower the voltage it 

will clamp. Higher the light setting the higher voltage it will clamp at. Use this 

setting to set your bottom end throttle stabs. A blue light will activate on the box 

when this mode is active. At a standing idle move the throttle fast and watch it 

activate.  

 

Yellow mode: Midrange fuel output. Lower the setting equals less fuel, Higher the 

light equal more fuel. The mode ranges from 0-10% fuel. Light setting 8 being 10% 

fuel. Yellow lights will activate on the box when this mode is active. 

 

Red mode: Boost fuel minimum output. This determines how much fuel it will add 

when you enter boost fuel. Ranges from 0-30% fuel. Anytime your in boost fuel 

modes a blue light will be active on the control box. 

 

Blue Green mode: Boost fuel maximum output. This determines how much fuel it 

will add when on the high end of your boost curve. Similar to a Main Jet 

operation. Lower the light equal lesser fuel, higher the light equals more fuel. This 

mode ranges from 30-80%. Light setting 8 being 80% fuel. 

 

Yellow Blue mode: This mode determines what RPM the Yellow mode will 

activate. Lower the light setting the lower the RPM Yellow mode will activate, 

Higher the light setting the mode will become active at higher RPM. You can 

determine when this mode is activate while riding at watching what RPM the 

yellow lights appear on the control box. 
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Red Blue mode: Boost pressure activation PSI. Lower the light setting the Boost 

modes will activate at a lower PSI. Higher the light the mode will activate at a 

higher PSI. You can determine when this is working when a blue light comes 

active on the control box. 

 

Boost Fuel Chart 

 

These Fuel mixtures should be used as a guideline to your turbo snowmobile 

settings. 

3-5 PSI    5-7 PSI    7-10 PSI   10-13 PSI 

0-3000 30% Race Gas   50% Race Gas  70% Race Gas   100% Race Gas 

3-6000 20% Race Gas   30% Race Gas   50% Race Gas   70% Race Gas 

6-9000 10% Race Gas   20% Race Gas   30% Race Gas  50% Race Gas 

9-10000 0% Race Gas   10% Race Gas   20% Race Gas   40% Race Gas 

 

Clutch Pin Weight 

 

3-5 PSI                 20 GR 

5-7 PSI     22 GR 

7-10 PSI               24 GR 

10-13 PSI             26 GR 


